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In the earlier papers by Karp and Held and by Ibaraki, the representation f a discrete 
optimization problem given in the form of a discrete decision process (ddp) by a finite 
state model called a sequential decision process (sdp) was considered. An sdp is a finite 
automaton with a cost function associated with each state transition. When the cost 
function satisfies a certain monotonicity condition, it is called a monotone sdp(msdp). 
As pointed out by Karp and Held, there is a close relationship between an msdp and 
the dynamic programming developed by Bellman. 
These models are further estricted in this paper by assuming that each cost function 
is a recursive function. The resulting models are called r-ddp, r-sdp, and r-msdp, 
respectively. Two types of representation theorems and properties of sets of optimal 
policies are investigated in detail for r-sdp and r-msdp. Various decision problems 
are also considered, and most of them are proved to be unsolvable. In particular, there 
exists no algorithm to obtain an optimal policy of an arbitrarily given r-sdp or r-msdp. 
Since this is quite inconvenient from the view point of practical application, a subclass 
of r-msdp, r-imsdp, is introduced in the last half of this paper. For an arbitrarily given 
r-imsdp, there exists an algorithm to obtain an optimal policy if it has at least one 
optimal policy. Most of other decision problems, however, are proved to be still un- 
solvable. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A finite-state sequential decision process (sdp) is a finite state model  of discrete 
optimization problems encountered in a variety of application areas such as operations 
research, control theory, etc. In  particular, if the cost function associated with an 
sdp satisfies a certain monotonicity condition, it is called a monotone sequential 
decision process (msdp). (For  formal definitions of sdp and msdp, see Section 2.) 
The  msdp has been extensively studied because the so-called functional equations 
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of dynamic programming hold for an msdp, and, hence, an msdp can be considered 
as a mathematical model of dynamic programming. 
The concept of dynamic programming was made clear by Bellman [1] and Bellman 
and Dreyfus [2] through the use of the "principle of optimality." The subsequent 
works such as Mitten [15], Schreider [18], Nemhauser [16], Denardo [5], Denardo 
and Mitten [6], Karp and Held [14], Elmaghraby [7], Bonzon [3], and Ibaraki [10] 
have attempted toput the theory on more rigorous mathematical basis. In particular, 
Karp and Held introduced the automata theory in this field. Based on the concepts 
of discrete decision process (ddp), sdp, and msdp, they presented important repre- 
sentation (strictly speaking in our context, s-representation) theorems of a given 
ddp by an sdp and by an msdp. 
In Ibaraki [10], two representations, w-representation a d s-representation, were 
considered, and their representation theorems were given for sdp, msdp, and various 
subclasses of msdp. Properties of the set of optimal policies (feasible policies with 
the minimum cost value) were also investigated in detail. 
In these models, however, the computability of the cost function is not assumed. 
Thus it is somewhat meaningless to discuss the decision problems (in the sense 
of the theory of computation) associated with sdp's and msdp's, such as "Does 
there exist an algorithm to obtain an optimal policy of an arbitrarily given sdp or 
msdp ?", "Does there exist an algorithm to decide whether an arbitrarily given ddp 
can be represented by an sdp or msdp ?", and "Is it decidable whether U u V can 
be realized as the set of optimal policies of an sdp (or msdp) if sets of optimal policies 
U and V of sdp's (or msdp's) are given ?". To discuss these decision problems, 
therefore, we add one more restriction to an sdp or an msdp, that the cost function 
associated with it is a recursive function (i.e., the cost value for each policy is com- 
putable in a finite number of steps). The resulting models are called an r-sdp and 
an r-msdp, respectively. 
The first half of this paper discusses w-representation theorem and s-representation 
theorem by an r-sdp or by an r-msdp, and properties of the sets of optimal policies 
of r-sdp's and r-msdp's. Decision problems as mentioned above are also investigated. 
Most of them, however, are proved to be undecidable (i.e., no algorithm exists to 
solve such problems). 
To partially avoid this difficulty, we introduce a subclass of r-msdp's called the 
class of r-imsdp's (invertible r-msdp's) (for the formal definition, see Section 12). 
The second half of this paper deals with r-imsdp's. A distinguished feature of an 
r-imsdp is that there exists an algorithm for obtaining an optimal policy of an 
arbitrarily given r-imsdp if it is known in advance that the set of optimal policies 
is not empty. However, it is shown that most of other decision problems are still 
undecidable. 
Throughout this paper, we assume that the reader is familiar with [10], though 
some important notions will be repeated. 
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2. DEFINITIONS 
We assume that a discrete optimization problem is originally given in the form of a 
discrete decision process (ddp), where a ddp Y is the system (Z, S, f ) :  
Z: a finite nonempty set of primitive decisions (alphabet); Z* denotes the set 
of all policies (strings) of Z; E stands for the null policy (string), i.e., 
(Vx ~ 27")(x~ = ex = x) ;  
S C 27*: a set of feasible policies; 
f:  S -+ E, where E is the set of real numbers; f is called the cost function. 
A policy x ~ Z* is feasible if x E S and optimaP if x ~ S ^ (Vy 6 S)(f(x) <~ f(y)).  
The set of optimal policies of Y is denoted by O(Y). 
A recursive discrete decision process (r-ddp) Y is a ddp with the additional restrictions 
that (a) S is regular (i.e., accepted by a finite automaton; see the definition of a finite 
automaton given below), (b) f(x) takes on only integral values, and (c) f:  27* --+ Z 
is a partial recursive function on Z* with dom(f ) ( - -{x  If(x) is de f ined) ) -  S, 
where Z is the set of integers. Here f :  27*-+ Z is a partial recursive function if 
f ' :  Z+ 2 -+ Z+ 2 (Z+ denotes the set of nonnegative integers, and Z+ 2 denotes Z+ • Z+) 
defined by f ' (9(gn(x)))= 9(f(x)) is a partial recursive function in the ordinary 
sense (e.g., Davis [4]). gn: 27* --+ Z is the G6del numbering 2 and 9, a one-to-one 
mapping from Z to Z+ 2, is given by 
t(2,~:) if ~>0,  
~(~:) = {(1,1~:[) if ~ :<0.  
A finite automaton (fa) M is the system (Q, 27, qo, a, QF), where 
Q: a finite nonempty set of states; 
27: a finite nonempty alphabet; 
qo ~ Q: an initial state; 
A: Q • Z -*  Q is a state transition function; 
QF C Q: a set of final states. 
?t can be extended to Q x 27* --~ Q inductively by (Vq E Q)(Vx E 27*)(Va ~ Z)(A(q, ~) = 
q ^  A(q, xa) = A(A(q, x), a)). ~(x) ~ A(q0, x) is used for convenience. B C Z* is said 
a Although we assume throughout this paper that an optimal policy minimizes the cost value 
f(x), a similar theory may be directly developed for the maximization problem. 
2 The G#del numbering GN was originally defined as a one-to-one mapping from the set of 
strings of nonnegative integers Z+* to the set of positive integers uch that GN(x = Jl J2 " " jk )  = 
1-I~=1Pr(i) jr, where Pr(i) denotes the ith prime [4]. The  above gn : Z*  -+ Z is then given by 
gn(x)  = GN(~(x) )  where 8 :  27*--*Z+* is a one-to-one mapping (coding) such that 
8(x  = ala2 "'" ak) = 8(a1) 8(a2) "" 8(ak) and 8 [ Z (the restriction to 27) is a one-to-one mapping: 
,~ ~ Z+. 
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to be regular if there exists an fa M = (Q, X, q0, A, Qv) such that B ---- {x I ~(x) c QF}- 
Throughout this paper, we assume that any q~Q is reachable from qo, i.e., 
(Vq ~Q)(3x ~ X*)(A(x) = q). Details of fa's are found in [8, 17] and other textbooks. 
A (finite-state) sequential decision process (sdp) / - / is  defined by H = (M, h, r 
where 
M: an fa (Q, Z, qo , A, Qv); 
h: E x Q • 27- .  E; h(~:, q, a) gives the cost value obtained after the state 
transition caused by a ~ 27 applied to q ~ Q with the current cost ~: ~ E (E is 
the set of real numbers); 
~:0 ~ E: an initial cost value of the initial state q0. 
h can be extended to h: E x Q x X* -+ E by 
(Y~: c E)(Yq c Q)(Vx c L'*)(Va c 27)(h(~, q, E) = r A h(~, q, xa) = h(h(~, q, x), A(q, x), a)). 
The notation h(x) -~ h(~:0, qo, x) is used for convenience. The set of feasible policies 
of H is given by F(H) = {x [~(x) ~ Qv} and the set of optimal policies of H by 
O(H)={x~F(H) ] (YycF(H) ) ( f (x )  ~f(y) )} .  An sdp may be considered as a 
general model of discrete deterministic decision processes with finite states. 
Now consider only integers as the cost values of an sdp, i.e., h: Z x Q x L" -+ Z. 
If  h is a partial recursive function on Z x Q x 27 with dom(h) c Ln ,  where 
L~ ---- {(/;(x), )i(x), a) I x ~ 2:*, a c ~),  
the resulting sdp is a recursive sequential decision process (r-sdp). The partial recur- 
siveness of h is defined similarly to f of Y. h: Z x Q x 27 ~ Z is a partial recursive 
function if h': Z+ 4 -+ Z+ ~ defined by h'(9(~:), ~,(q), 8(a)) = 9(h(~:, q, a)) is a partial 
recursive function with dom(h') = {(9(~e), 7'(q), 3(a)) ] (~, q, a) ~ dom(h)} in the 
ordinary sense. Here 9 is defined above, and ~,: Q --+ Z+, 8:27 -+ Z+ (see footnote 2) 
are one-to-one mappings (codings), respectively. Throughout his paper, we assume 
that 7'(Q) n 8(Z) = ~.  h can be extended to h: Z • Q • 27* ~ Z by 
(V~ e Z)(Vq c Q)(Vx c 27*)(Va c 2,)(h(f, q, e) = ~ ^  h(~, q, xa) = (h(~, q, x), A(q, x), a)). 
It is obvious that / /o f  any r-sdp H = (M, h, ~:o) satisfies dom(//) = 27*. Thus,/ J  is a 
(total) reeursive function on 27". This implies that the cost value//(x)(~ h(f0, q0, x)) 
for any policy x ~ 27* can be computed in a finite number of steps. 
If h of an sdp H = (M, h, ~:o) satisfies 
(V~l, ~EE)(YqEQ)(Va~Z,)(~I <~ ~z => h(~x,q,a) <~ h(~2,q,a)) , (1) 
h is said monotone, and the sdp is called a monotone sdp (msdp). Of course, 
h: monotone <=> (V~:l, ~2 ~ E)(Vq r Q)(Vx e 27')(~:~ < ~ => h(~:l, q, x) ~< h(~:~, q, x)). 
In particular,//(x) ~</~(y) => (V~ c 2,*)(h(xz) <~ ~(yz)). 
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If h of an r-sdp 1-1 = (M, h, ~0) satisfies 
(V(~:x, q, a), (~2, q, a) 6Lrz)(~:l • ~2 ~ h(~l, q, a) ~ h(~:2, q, a)), (2) 
h is said monotone, and 17 is an r-msdp. If 1-1 = (M, h, ~:o) is an r-msdp, //(x) ~< 
li(y) ~ (Vz ~ Y,*)(ti(xz) <~ li(yz)) obviously holds. 
For any r-sdp (or r-msdp) 1-1 = (M, h, ~o), there exists an sdp (or msdp) 
/-/' = (M', h', ~0') such that M'  = M ^ (Vx e 2;*)(h'(x) =//(x)). This is because it 
is always possible to extend h: Ln ~ Z to h: E • Q • 27 ~ E. [If h satisfies (2), 
there exists an extension which preserves the monotonicity of h (i.e., the extension 
satisfies (1))]. 
In [14], it was shown that the functional equations of dynamic programming 
always hold for an msdp. This result can be extended to an r-msdp. Namely, 
H(qo) = min[~0, min{h(H(q'), q', a) [ A(q', a) = qo}] 
and (3) 
H(q) = min{h(H(q'), q', a) I )t(q', a) = q} for q v a q0 
hold for an r-msdp, where 
H(q) = inf(//(x) [ ~(x) = q} for q ~ Q, (4) 
and (Vq' ~Q)(Va E 27)(h(--o% q', a) = --oo) is assumed. The proof of (3) can be 
done in a manner similar to [14]. If we could solve (3), 
min(H(q) ] q ~ Qe) 
gives the value of optimal policies of H. (If min(H(q) [ q ~ QF) = -- ~ ,  no optimal 
policy exists.) 
Thus an r-msdp is considered as a general model of r-sdp's to which the method 
of dynamic programming is applicable. 
A subclass of r-msdp's, called the class of r-imsdp's (invertible r-msdp), will be 
defined in Section 12. 
t2sd p is defined by ~Qsdp = {O(H)]H is an sdp}. ~r'2r.sdp , ~'2rnsdp , ~Qr-msdp , and 
"Qr-lmsdp are similarly defined. 
Now consider a ddp (or r-ddp) Y = (2, S, f )  and an sdp (or r-sdp) 1-1 = (M, h, ~:0). 
1-1 weakly represents (w-represents) Y if 0(1-1) = O(Y) holds. 1-1 strongly represents 
(s-represents) Y if F(H) = S ^ (Vx e S)(h(x) = f(x)). Two sdp's (or r-sdp's) 
1-11 -- (M1, hi ,   ol) and 1-13 = (Me,  o2) 
are weakly equivalent (w-equivalent) if 0(111)= 0(1-12). I11 and 1-I3 are strongly 
equivalent (s-equivalent) if F(/-/1) = F(1-I2) ^  (Vx ~ F(171))(~l(x) = ~2(x)). 
Examples of ddp's, sdp's, and msdp's are found in [10, 14], most of which are 
also r-ddp's, r-sdp's, and r-msdp's, respectively. 
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Some further definitions necessary for the subsequent discussion ow follow. 
Let R be a binary relation on Z*. R is right invariant if 
(Vx, y ~ S*)(xRy ~ (Vz ~ Z*)(xzRyz)). 
For equivalence r lations R and T, T refines R if (Vx, y E Z*)(xTy ~.. xRy). This rela- 
tion is denoted by T ~ R. Let B C 27*. If (Vx, y e Z*)(xRy ~ (x ~ B <~. y ~ B)), 
then R refines B. For B C Z* and an equivalence r lation R, B/R stands for the set 
of equivalence classes of B under R. [ B/R[ is the number of equivalence classes 
in B/R. Now A(B) denotes the set of right invariant equivalence relations which 
refines B C Z*. In particular, A(Z*) denotes the set of right invariant equivalence 
relations. 
Consider equivalence r lations Rk, k E K, where K is a set of indices. R ~ Ak~ K R~ 
is defined by (Vx, y ~ Z*)(xRy .r (Vk e K)(xRky)). Obviously R(=-- A~ K Rk) ~ A(Z*) 
if (Vk ~ K)(Rk ~ A(Z*)), and R refines B C Z* if (~k ~ K) (R k refines B). 
For B C Z*, define the equivalence r lation Re by 
(Vx, y ~ Z*)(xRBy .*~ (Vz ~ Z*)(xz e B ~ yz ~ B)) 
[or equivalently xRey r {x)\B = {y}\B, where A\C -~ {y ] (3x e A)(xy e C)}]. 
Then any R ~ A(B) satisfies R ~< Re. 
A subset of A(B), AF(B), is particularly important in automata theory, where 
A~(B) -~ {R E A(B) [ ] Z*/R [ < oo}, since it is known that AF(B) is nonempty iff 
B is regular [17]. 
For T eAF(B), we can construct an fa M = (Q, 27, q0, A,Q~) satisfying 
(Vx, y E Z*)(xTy ~ ~(x) ~ ~(y)) as follows: Q ~ {[Cj [ C~ e Z*/T), h is defined by 
h([x], a) = [xa], where [y] represents the equivalence class of Z*/T containing 
y e Z*, and qo----[e]. (Q~ is not explicitly defined.) This is called the standard 
construction of T. If we let QF ---- {[Ct] [ C~ e Z*/T  ^  C~ C B) in the standard con- 
struction of T, we have B ---- {x [ ,~(x) e QF). 
3. REVIEW OF EARLIER RESULTS 
In Ibaraki [10], two types of representations (w-representation and s-representation) 
were extensively studied for sdp, msdp, and their subclasses. One of the main results 
of [10] is a set of representation theorems which give necessary and sufficient conditions 
for a ddp to be s (or w)-represented bysdp's in the respective classes. These conditions 
are stated in terms of right invariant equivalence r lations, introduced in Section 2, 
and related notions. 
Our first objective in this paper is to extend those representation theorems to 
r-sdp and r-msdp. It will be shown in the subsequent discussion that the direct 
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extension is possible for r-sdp, but it is impossible for r-msdp. This may exhibit 
a structural difference between r-sdp and r-msdp incurred by the additional restriction 
that the cost function is a recursive function which takes on only integral values. 
4. Two LEMMAS USEFUL IN PROVING REPRESENTATION THEOREMS 
The following two lemmas will be used in proving various representation theorems 
discussed later. They are extensions of Lemmas 4.10 and 4.11 of [10] obtained for 
an sdp and an msdp. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let h': ,7,*-+ Z be given, and let the equivalence relation Rh, be 
defined by (Vx, y e Z*)(xRh,y r h ' (x )= h'(y)). Then there exists an r-sdp /7---- 
(M, h, ~o) satisfying (Vx e Z*)(h(x) : h'(x)) iff (i) there exists T e Ar(Z*) such that 
T ^ R h, e A(Z*) and (ii) h' is a recursive function on Z*. 
Proof. Necessity. In view of Lemma 4.10 of [10], we need to prove only 
property (ii). Since h'(x) ----/i(x) for all x 6 Z* and/i(x) is a recursive function by 
definition of r-sdp, h'(x) is also a recursive function. 
Sufficiency. Let M : (Q, 27, qo, A, QF) be the standard construction of T. For 
V~ e Z, Vq ~ Q, and Va e Z, define h by 
h(~, q, a) -~ t h'(xa) if (gx ~ Z*)(~(x) = q ^ h'(x) ---- ~), 
t undefined, otherwise. 
This h is well-defined because,~(x) ~--~(y) A h'(x) = h'(y) ~ (Va e Z)(h'(xa) = h'(ya)) 
[since T ^ Rh, e A(Z*)]. If we let ~:0 = h'(~), it is easily proved that H ---- (M, h, ~:0) 
is an sdp satisfying (Vx e Z*)(li(x) = h'(x)). Finally, we prove that h defined above 
is a partial recursive function with dom(h) = Ln (Ln was defined in Section 2). 
First, dom(h) = Ln immediately follows from the above definition of h. h is a partial 
recursive function because there is an algorithm to compute h(~:, q, a) for any 
(~,q,a) eLn .  For example, the following procedure gives h(~,q,a) for any 
(~, q, a) ~Ln  in a finite number of steps (hence it is an algorithm): (a) effectively 
enumerate x e Z* until x e Z* satisfying ~ = h'(x)^ ~(x)= q is obtained. (Such 
x always exists since (~, q, a) eL^ .) (b) Compute h'(xa) and let h(~, q, a) = h'(xa) 
(since h' is a recursive function, this computation terminates in a finite number 
of steps). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let h' and Rh' be defined as in Lemma 4.1. Then there exists an r-msdp 
17 = (M, h, ~o) satisfying (Vx e Z*)(~(x) ---- h'(x)) iff (i) there exists T ~ AF(Z* ) such 
that (Vx, y e Z*)(xTy  ^  h'(x) < h'(y) => (Vz e Z*)(h'(xz) <~ h'(yz))), and (ii) h' is a 
recursive function. 
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Proof. Necessity. Obvious from Lemma 4.1 and the monotonicity ofh. 
Sufficiency. First note that T^ Rh,~A(Z*) from condition (i). Let /7 
(M, h, C0) be the r-sdp obtained in the proof of the sufficiency of Lemma 4.1. For 
any (~i, q, a), (~2, q, a) eL  n such that ~ =//(x) a ~ =/~(y) ^  ~(x) = )~(y) = q 
(i.e., xTy), 
~l < ~2 ~ h'(x) <~ h'(y) ~ (ga E Z)(h'(xa) ~ h'(ya)) 
(Va ~ Z)(h(~l , q, a) < h(~2, q, a)). 
Thus,/7 is an r-msdp. Q.E.D. 
5. WEAK REPRESENTATION BY AN r-sdp 
The w-representation theorem for an r-sdp is obtained as a direct extension of 
the w-representation theorem for an sdp (Theorem 5.1 of [10]). 
Let kv = {Ui C Z* [ i ----- 1, 2,..., m}, where Ui are mutually disjoint. Then T ~ A(Z*) 
#int ly separates (J-separates) ~ if (Vx, y ~ Z*)(x 6 Ui h y ~ U~ A xTy => i = j), i.e., 
each Ck ~ Z* /T  intersects at most one Ui E ~g. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let Y = (Z, S , f )  be a ddp with U =-- O(Y). Then there exists an 
r-sdp /7 w-representing Y (i.e., U E I2r.sap) ,ff (i) there exists T ~ Ae(Z* ) which J- 
separates U/Ru(= {U i , U s ,..., U~}) and (ii) U is a recursive set. In other words, 
agr.sd p ----/2sd pn (the class of recursive sets) holds. 
Proof. Necessity. In view of Theorem 5.1 of [10], it is enough to prove the 
recursiveness of U. Assume that U g: ~ (~ is the empty set) since ~ is obviously 
a recursive set. Let f *  =-f(x), x 6 U. Then U = {x ~ S Jf(x) =f*}  is recursive 
since S is regular (and hence recursive) and f is a partial recursive function with 
dom(f) = S. 
Sufficiency. If U----- ~, we have an r-sdp Fi r ----(M, h, C0) defined by M----- 
({q0}, Z, q0, A, {q0}) where (Va 6 Z)(A(qo , a) = qo), (Va ~ Z)(V~ ~ Z)(h(~, qo, a) = ~ -- 1) 
and ~:o = 0. This /7 satisfies 0 ( /7 )= ~. Thus we assume that U ~ ~. Let 
M = (Q, 27, q0, A, QF) be the standard construction of T with Qv = Q. Define a 
recursive function h': Z* --+ Z satisfying (a) h'(x) = h* if x ~ U, (b) h'(x) > h* if 
x 6 U, and (c) T A R~, ~ A(Z*), where h* is a constant, h' is, for example, defined 
as follows: 
t 0 if x6U( i .e . ,h* i sset to0) ,  h'(x) = gn(x) if (Vz = prefix aof x) (z 6 U), 
I gn(q, x") otherwise, 
3 y, ~ Z* is aprefix ofy  6 27* i fy  is written as y ~ y'y", y', y~ 6 ~*. y' can be the nul l  str ing ~ or 
y 
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where x" and q in the third formula are uniquely determined by the condition: 
x = x'x" A x' ~ U A (Vz = prefix of x")(z = E v x'z 6 U) and q = )((x') [i.e., x' is the 
longest prefix of x which is in U]. gn: X* --+ Z or Q • 27* --~ Z is GSdel numbering a 
defined in Section 2. This h' is a recursive function since U is a recursive set and 
gn is a recursive function. By definition, h' satisfies that xTy A h'(x) = h'(y) 
xTy  A (x, y 9 U v x = y v (x', y '  e U ^ x'Ty')) [where x' and y' are determined by 
(q, x") = gn-l(h'(x)) ^  x = x'x" ^  y = y'x"] :> xRvy  v x = y v x'Rtry' [since T 
J-separates U/Rtr] :> xRvy.  From this, 
xTy  ^  h'(x) =- h'(y) :> (u 9 Z*) (xz ryz  ^  xz 9 U -~ yz  ~ U) 
(Vxz e U)(xzryz  ^  h'(xz) = h'(yz)). 
In addition, xTy  ^  h'(x) = h'(y) ~> (Vxz ~ U)(xzTyz  ^  h'(xz) = h'(yz)) [by the 
second and the third rules of the definition of h']. Consequently, we have 
T ^ R h, e A(27'). Thus, this h' satisfies (a) and (c). (b) is also obvious since gn(x), 
gn(q, x") > 0 by definition. Now, if h' satisfies (c), we have an r-sdp/7 ~- (M, h, ~:0) 
satisfying (Vx e X*)(f~(x) -~ h'(x)) by Lemma 4.1. This /7 w-represents Y because 
0(/7) = {x ] h'(x) = h*) = U by (a) and (b). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let Y = (X, S , f )  be an r-ddp with U ~ O(Y). Then there 
exists an r-sdp /7 w-representing Y iff there exists T e Av(X* ) which ]-separates 
U/ i~U(= {U 1 , U2 ,..., Ura}). 
Proof. Since U(= {x ~ S If(x) --f*}) is a recursive set for any r-ddp Y, the 
statement immediately follows from Theorem 5.1. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.3. I f  U C X* is a regular set, then U e Dr.sd p . 
Proof. Let TeAv(U ) [Av(U ) is nonempty since U is regular] and M = (P, 27, 
qo, a, Qv) be the standard construction of T with Qv = {[Ci] [ C~ e 27"/T a C~ C U}. 
If we define r and h by r = 0 and (V~EZ) (VqeQ)(Va 9162  ~), 
/7 = (M, h, ~o) is an r-sdp satisfying O(H) = {x I~(x) 9 Qv) = U. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let U C (X -  {b})* be a recursive set. Then 
Ub(=-- {xb I x e U)) e Qr.sap. 
(b works as an endmarker.) 
Proof. Let U'= Ub. U'/R v, consists of one equivalence class U' since 
(Vx e U')({x)\U' = {a)). Thus, TeAr (X*  ) defined by X* /T  = {X*) J-separates 
U'/Ru, 9 Furthermore, Ub is a recursive set if U is a recursive set. Q.E.D. 
gn : Q • X* --+ Z is defined by gn(q, x) = GN(y(q) 8(x)). (GN, ~,, 3 were defined in 
Section 2.) 
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COROLLARY 5.5. Let U CZ*  be a recursive set. Then min U E/2r.sdp, where 
min U = {x E U[ no proper prefix 5 of x E U}. 
Proof. rain U(~ U') is obviously a recursive set if so is U. Furthermore, U'/Ru, 
has only one equivalence class: U'. TeAr (Z*  ) defined by Z*/T  = {27*} again 
J-separates U'/Rv,. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. U ---- {a*b i l i ~ 0}. Let us first obtain Z*/Ru.  Z*/R v consists of the 
following equivalence classes: A i = {at}, i = 0, 1,..., where Ai\U = {a*be l k + i = d, 
d ~ 0}; Bi = {akbtl k - -  ~ --  i, ~o > 0}, i = 0, 1 .... , where Bi\U = {bi}; D = 
~o A ~o B 27* --  [.),=o * - -  U~=0 i ,  where D\U  = ~.  In particular, U/Rtr = {Ao, B0}. T de- 
, oo co i 
fined by Z*/T : {C 1 C2} , where C 1 : {a t I i />  0} : D,=o Ai ,  C~ = z~* -- Ui=o i ,  
satisfies T E Ar(Z*) and J-separates U/Ru. Since U is obviously a recursive set, 
this proves U ~ Or.sa p by Theorem 5.1. Now we will construct an r-sdp H with 
0(11) : U. The state transition diagram of the standard construction M : 
(Q, Z, q0, A, Or) of T is shown in Fig. 1, where Q : p~ : {[c~], [c~]}. Now define 
h': Z* -+ Z by 
l i  if x ~ A o u B o , 
h'(x)= if xED,  
if x~A~,  i~  l, 
i+ l  if xEB i ,  i~ l .  
Fro. 1. 
a a,b 
qo " [cl] 
0 z - {Zq], Zcz]} 
State transition diagram of fa M of Example 5.1. 
This h' is a reeursive function since it is obviously determined in a finite number of 
steps to which of Ai ,  Bi ,  and D a given x belongs, h' satisfies T 6 Rn" = T ^ Ru by 
definition. Thus, T A Rn, ~ A(Z*) because T, R u ~ A(Z*) and, hence, T ^ Ru ~ A(Z*). 
Therefore, by applying Lemma 4.1, we can obtain an r - sdp / - /=  (M, h, ~0) satisfying 
(Vx ~ Z*)(h(x) = h'(x)), h of H is determined by following the proof of Lemma 4.1: 
~O = 0; h(~, [C1] , a) = ~ + 1; h(~, [C1] , b) = 0 if ~ = 1, ~ if $ ~ 2, 1 if ~ ~< 0; 
h (~, [C2] ,a )= 1;h(~,[C2],b) ~-0 i f$~- -2 ,  1 i f$~-0or  1, $ - -1  i f~3 .  I t i s  
easy to prove that O(H) = {x ]//(x) = 0) = U. 
5 x' is a proper prefix of x if x' is a prefix of x and x' @ x. 
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As shown in this example, the recursive function h' used in the proof of Theorem 5.1 
can often be determined by inspection. The function h' of Example 5.1 is much 
simpler than the one constructed in the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. U = {aibJli >~ j >/0}. U/Rv consists of an infinite number of 
equivalence classes and, hence, U6f2r.sap by Theorem 5.1. On the other hand, 
U = {aibJlj/> i /> 0} belongs to Or.sa p as easily proved. 
EXAMPLE 5.3. {aibJc ]i >~ j >/0}, {aibJc l i =j /> 0), and {aib~c IJ >~ i >/0} all 
belong to 12r.so p by Corollary 5.4. 
6. PROPERTIES OF ~(2r.sd p 
The closure properties of f2r.so p and related topics are discussed in this section. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let U, VeOr.sdp, then Un  Ve32r.so p. 
Proof. Let W = U n V. W is a recursive set since so are U and V. Next let Tv,  
T v e Av(X* ) J-separate U/Rv and V/Rv, respectively. Then Tw = Tu ^  Tv ~ Av(Z,*), 
and Tw J-separates W/Rye since 
xTwy ~ xTvy  ^  xTvy ~ (Vx, y e U)(xTvy ~ xRvy)  A (u y e V)(xTvy :> xRvy) 
==> (Vx, y e W)(xTwy =~ xRwy). 
Hence, We Or.sO p by Theorem 5.1. Q.E.D. 
THrOREM 6.2. Let U, V e Or.sO p . Then (a) U k) V; (b) U = X* -- U; (c) UV = 
{xy ] x e U, y e V); (d) U R = {xR ] x e U}, wherex R = akak-1 "'" alforx ---- ala2 "'" a~; 
(e) g(U), where g is a homomorphism of U (see [9], for example, for the definition of 
homomorphism); and (f) U/V = {x ] (3ye V)(xye U)) may not belong to Y2r.sdp, 
respectively. 
Proof. All examples of U and VE~Qso p used in Theorem 6.2 of [10] to prove 
similar properties for f2s0 p also belong to ~2r.so p . Thus, the proof of Theorem 6.2 
of [10] is valid for this theorem. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 6.3. (a) 12r.sa p includes the class of regular sets. (b) I2r.sd p is included 
in the class of recursive sets. (c) There exists U C X* which is a context-free language 
but not in Or.sd p . (d) There exists U e Or_sd p which is not a context-sensitive language. 
(e) Osdp ~ ~r-sop .
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Proof. (a) and (b) are respectively proved by Corollary 5.3 and Theorem 5.1. 
Example 5.2 proves (c) since {aibJ[ i >/ j  >~ 0} is a context-free language. To prove 
(d), let U' C (27 -- {b})* be a recursive set which is not a context-sensitive language. 
(Obviously such a language xists. See, for example, [9].) Then U = U'b is a recursive 
set which is not a context-sensitive language. U ~ I2r.sa p by Corollary 5.4. (e) is 
proved by Theorem 6.3(3) of [10] and (b) of this theorem. Q.E.D. 
7. STRONG REPRESENTATION BY AN r-sdp 
The s-representation theorem by an r-sdp can also be obtained as a direct extension 
of the s-representation theorem by an sdp (see [14] or Theorem 7.1 of [10]). In this 
case, we assume to s-represent an r-ddp instead of a ddp. 
For a given r-ddp Y = (2, S, f ) ,  let us introduce a new equivalence relation 
Ry defined by (Vx, y ~ 27*)(xRry ~ xRsy  ^  (Vxz, yz  ~ S)( f (xz)  = f(yz))) .  (Note 
that xz ~ S .~ yz  ~ S holds if xRsY. ) Obviously, R~. ~ A(S) holds [I0]. Furthermore, 
let 
t i t  ~_ {Aj ~ S/Rr  I (Vx ~ Aj)(f(x) = p)}. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let Y---- (27, S , f )  be a given r-ddp. Then there exists an r-sdp 
H s-representing Y iff there exists T ~ A~(S) which J-separates 7t~ for every p ~ Z. 
Proof. Necessity. This follows from Theorem 7.1 of [10]. 
Suffidency. Let M = (Q, L', q0, A, QF) be the standard construction of T with 
QF = {[Ci] I Ci ~ S,*/T A Ci C S}. Define a recursive function h': 27* --~ Z satisfying 
(i) h'(x) = f (x)  if x ~ S and (ii) T A Rh' ~ A(S*). For example, h' is given as follows: 
I f (x )  if x~S,  
h'(x) = I gn(x) , ifx,,(Vz) = prefix of x) (z ~ S), 
I gn(f(x ), q, otherwise, 
where x', x", and q are uniquely determined by the condition: x = x'x" A X' ~ S A 
(Vz = prefix of x")(z = E v x'z ~ S) and q = A(x'). (Compare with the h' used in the 
proof of sufficiency of Theorem 5.1.) gn is G6del numbering introduced in Section 2. 
gn(f(x'), q, x") is defined by gn(f(x'),  q, x") = GN(cpl(f(x')) r y(q) 3(x")), 
where ~o(~) ---- (~01(~) , ~o~(~)) was defined in Section 2. This h' is a recursive function 
on 27* since S is regular (hence recursive), f is a partial recursive function with 
dora(f) = S, andgn: 27" --~ Zor Z • Q • 27* ~ Zis a recursive function. Further- 
more, xTy A h'(x) = h'(y) ~ (xTy A f(X) ----f(y)) V (X =y)  V (x'Ty' A f(x')  =f(y ' ) )  
[where x', y' are determined by ( f (x'), q, x") = gn-l(h'(x)) A x = x' x" A y = y' x"] :~ 
xRyy [since T J-separates W~ for every p ~ Z]. Thus, xTy A h'(x) -~ h'(y) :> 
(Vxz e S)(xzTyz  ^  f (xz)  = f (yz ) )  ~ (Vxz ~ S)(xzTyz A h'(xz) = h'(yz)). In addi- 
57I/8/x-7 
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tion, xTy  ^  h'(x) ~- h'(y) ~ (Vxz q~ S)(xzTyz  ^  h'(xz) = h'(yz)) [by the second and 
the third rules of the definition of h'(x)]. From these results, we have T ^ R~, ~ A(Y,*). 
Now if h' satisfies condition (ii), there exists an r-sdp /7 = (M, h, ~:0) such that 
(Vx6Z*)(l i(x) ~-h'(x)) by Lemma 4.1. By condition (i), this /7 s-represents Y.
Q.E.D. 
Example 7.1 of [10] can also be used as an example of s-representation of an r-ddp 
by an r-sdp. 
8. WEAK REPRESENTATION BY AN r-msdp 
The direct extension of the w-representation theorem by an msdp (Theorem 8.5 
of [10]) to the case of r-msdp is not possible, as will be shown in Theorem 8.5. The 
following is the best result we have obtained so far. 
THEOREM 8.1. Let Y = (Z, S , f )  be a ddp with U =--- O(Y). Then there exists an 
r-msdp/7 w-representing Y"(i.e., U ~ Qr-msop)/ff U --~ ~ or (in case U va ;~) there 
exist T ~ Av(Z* ) and a recursive function h' : Z* ~ Z such that 
(i) (Vx, y ~ Z*)(xTy A h'(x) ~ h'(y) =~ (Vz ~ 2*)(h'(xz) ~ h'(yz))), 
(ii) (Vx ~ U)(h'(x) = h*) and (Vx, y ~ s ~ U ^ y r V ^ xTy :~ h'(x) < h'(y)), 
where h* is a constant. 
Proof. Necessity. Let r-msdp H --- (M(Q, Z, qo, A, Qv), h, ~0) w-represent 1/". If 
we let (Vx ~ Z*)(h'(x) - li(x)), h': Z* ~ Z is a recursive function since so is h(x). 
Furthermore, for T ~ Av(Z*) defined by (Vx, y ~ Z*)(xTy .*~ ~(x) ~- A(y)), 
xTy  ^  ti(x) ~ h(y) ~ (Vz 6 Z*)(li(xz) ~ //(yz))[since // is monotone] 
(Vz ~ Z*)(h'(xz) <~ h'(yz)). 
This proves (i). If (V~ ~ Z)(3x EF(/-/))(h(x) < ~), U = ~. Otherwise, (ii) follows 
from U = {xt~(x) EQv ^ /i(x) = h*}, where h* = min{ti(x)[x~F(17)} and 
(Vx, y ~ 2*)(x ~ U ^ y 6 U ^ xTy ~//(x) <//(y)) (sincey 6 U). 
Suffidency. Since Z~ 6 Qr-msdp is obvious, assume U 4= ~. By condition (i) 
and Lemma 4.1, we have an r-msdp /7 = (M(Q, 27, qo, h, Qv), h, ~:o) satisfying 
(Vx ~ Z*)(t i (x)= h'(x)), where M is the standard construction of T. If we let 
Qv = {[Cj] I cj ~ S* /T  ^ C~ r U ~ ~}, 0(/7) = U follows from condition (ii). 
Q.E.D. 
For U C S*, define ~u on Z* by (Vx, y E Z*)(x ~v  Y ~> (Vz ~ S*) (yz  ~ U 
xz ~ U)) (or equivalently x ~vY ~r {y}\U). ~u can be extended to B/R, 
where R ~ A(U) and B C Z*, by 
(VA,, Aj e B/R)(A, <u Aj .*> (3x e A i , qy e Aj)(x <v  Y)) 
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(or equivalently A~ du  A~ ~ (gx 9 Ai , Vy e A~)(x %u Y)). ~u on B or B/R is a 
pseudo ordering, while --du on B/R e is a partial ordering. The partial ordering de  
on Z*/Ru is visualized by graph Fu (see [10] for details). It is known that the binary 
relation d u is right invariant. 
COROLLARY 8.2. For any recursive function h': Z* --~ Z and T e AF(X* ) satisfying 
conditions of Theorem 8.1, it holds that (Vx, y ~ Z*)(xTy ^  h'(x) <~ h'(y) ~ [x] d u [Y]), 
where [x] is the equivalence class of Z*/(Ru A T) containing x, etc. (This implies that 
Ix] du  [Y] A [x] =/: [y] ^  xTy =~ h'(x) < h'(y) for any h' satisfying conditions of 
Theorem 8.1.) 
Proof. Let / - /=  (M, h, ~o) be the r-msdp constructed from h' and T by 
Theorem 8.1. Then (Vx, y ~ Z*)(xTy ^  h'(x)(= li(x)) ~ h'(y)(= ~(y)) => (Vz 6 27*) 
(xzTyz ^  h(xz) ~ ~(yz))[since // is monotone] => (Vz 6 Z*)(yz 6 U ~ xz ~ U) 
[x] de  [Y]). Q.E.D. 
A reasonable procedure to obtain a w-representation f a given ddp Y by an 
r-msdp may first be to use Theorem 8.5 of [10] as necessary conditions ince an 
r-msdp is also an msdp and then to find a recursive function h' satisfying the conditions 
of Theorem 8.1. For that, Corollary 8.2 may be used as a useful necessary condition 
of h'. 
EXAMPLE 8.1. U ={aibJl j  ~g(i)}, where g: Z+-+Z+ is a given recursive 
function with the property: g (0)= 0 A (Vi, j eZ+)( i> j=>g( i )>g( j ) ) .  Z*/Ru 
consists of the following equivalence classes: At = {at), i = 0, 1,..., where Ai\U = 
{a~b e [ d >/ g(i + k)}; B o={akb e j f >/ g(k), d > O} where Bo\U = {b k l k >~ O}; 
B,={akb e lg (k ) - f  = i ,d>O},  i=  1,2,..., where Bi\U ={b k[k ~ i} ;  D= 
_ ~ A - -  ~ B ~'* U,=0 i U,=o i where D\U = 25 In particular, U/Ru consists of{Ao, Bo}. 
The partial ordering du  defined on Z*/R v is illustrated in F v of Fig. 2. T'E AF(Z* ) 
which satisfies conditions of Theorem 8.5 of [10] is, for example, given by Z*/T' = 
~o o~ B {0i=o At, (U~=o ,) • D}. If we use this T', however, it is impossible to define a 
recursive function h': Z* -+ Z satisfying the conditions of Theorem 8.1. The reason 
for this is as follows. Since Bi, i = 0, 1 ..... and D are in the same equivalence class 
of Z*/T' and B o ~-~u B1 de  B2 de  "'" ~-~.u D as shown in flu, h'(x) + oo < h'(y) 
must hold for x 6 B o and y 6 D by Corollary 8.2 (note that h' takes on only integral 
values). Thus, h'(y), y E D, cannot be defined. 
Let us next consider TEAF(Z*) defined by Z*/T-= {C1, Cz, Ca} , where C x = 
0i=o i,  C2 = ~=o Be, and C a = D. The state transition diagram of the standard 
construction M = (Q, 27, qo, A, QF) of T is given in Fig. 3. A recursive function 
h': Z* --+ Z satisfying the conditions of Theorem 8.1 may be defined as follows. 
h,(x) = li 1 if x~D.X~AiU B"  
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FIG. 2. 
.~ , f ' -  C 3 
{ ,, 
~ Bg(2) 
, / / '  ' 'i Bg(l ) 
L C2 
Graph F v of U = {aib j l J ) g(i)} given in Example 8.1. 
a b a,b 
FIG. 3. 
qo ~ [ci] 
QF-{Cq], [c2]} 
State transition diagram of the standard construction of T given in Example 8.1. 
(It is easy to prove that h' is a recursive function.) h'(x) satisfies conditions (i) and 
(ii) of Theorem 8.1 because xTy A h'(x) <~ h'(y) "r xTy ^  [x] ~tr [Y], where Ix] is 
the equivalence class of Y-,*/Ru containing x, etc., and ~u defined on •*/Rtr is right 
invariant. The r-msdp H = (M, h, ~:o) satisfying (Vx ~ Z*)(//(x)-----h'(x)) is given 
by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2:~:0 -- 0; h(~:, [C1] , a) ---- r + 1 ; h(~, [C1], b) = max[g(~) --  1,0]; 
h(~, [C2], b) = max[~: -- 1, 0]; h(~, [C2] , a) = h(~:, [C~], {a, b}) 6 = 1. 
6 h(~, q, A) = ~7, where A C 2~, is used to denote (Va E A)(h(~, q, a) = ~1). 
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EXAMPLE 8.2. U = {aib~c[i >1. j >~ 0}. Z*/Rv consists of the following equiva- 
lence classes: A i = {ai}, i = 0, 1,...,; Bi -~ {akb e I k --  ~ = i, ~ > 0}, i = 0, 1 ..... ; 
O3 O3 
D = {a~bec I k >~ ~ >I 0}; E = 27* -- 0~=o A~ -- Ui=o B~ -- D. Obviously U/Ru = 
{D), and A~ ~tz E, B, ~tr E, D ~tr E, i >~ j => A~ ~u A~ , i >~ j => B~ ~u Ba , 
i ~> j =~ A i ~v  B~. It is not difficult to prove that U ~ 12r.msd~. Here we show 
that for this U there exists no r -msdp/7  with 0(1-1) = U and F(H) = 27*. (There 
always exists an msdp H with 0(1-I) = U and F(H) = 2~* for any U ~ 12msdp , as 
shown in [10].) This is proved as follows. Any T ~ At(27* ) J-separating U/Rtr has 
at least one Ci ~ 27"/T which intersects infinitely many Aq,  At~ ,..., since [ 27"/T ] < oo. 
Then. . .  > i 2 > i~ ~ "" ~u Ai 2 ~v  Aq ~ "" < h'(xt~ ) < h'(xix ) (where xi~ ~ A i )  =*" 
limj~o h'(x,:) = -- oo. Now if we assumeF(H) = 2Y*, [Ci] ~ Qv follows in the standard 
construction M = (Q, 27, q0, A, Q~) of T since Q~ = Q. This implies h'(xi) < h'(x), 
x ~ D, for some j, i.e., a contradiction. 
Now the impossibility of the direct extension of the w-representation theorem 
of msdp [10] to the case of r-msdp will be shown. 
THEOREM 8.3. ~2msap C~ (the class of recursive sets) ~ Qr-msclp 9 
Proof. The inclusion 3 is obvious by Theorem 8.5 of [10] and the definition of 
r-msdp. That the inclusion is proper will be proved by constructing an example. 
Let 2? = (a, b, c, d, e}, and let 
U = {a'b~(cd*) k e I k >~ i + 2, i >~ O, j >~ 0} t9 {a~b~(cd*) i cdee [ d >~ j, i >~ O, j >i 0}, 
where d* denotes {E U d u d 2 u "") (i.e., the star operation of regular expression [9]). 
U is obviously a recursive set (actually a context-sensitive language). S,*/Ru consists 
of the following equivalence classes: Aio = {ai}, i = 0, 1, 2,..., where Aio\U = 
{aebJ(cd*) k e [ k >~ i + ~ + 2, ~ >~ O, j >~ O) w {aebJ(cd*) i+r cd~e [r ~ j, E >~ O, j >1 0}; 
Aij = {aib~}, i = 0, 1,..., and j = 1, 2 , . ,  where Ai~\ U = {be(cd*) k e [ k >~ i + 2, 
t >~ o} u {be(cd*) ~cd~e I r ~ j + ~, d >~ 0); 13o0 = {a~bJ(cd*) ~ I h >~ i + 2}, B~q = 
{a'bJ(cd*)~ cde l (i + 2) - (h + 1) = p, max[j  -- E, 0] ----- q i fp  = 1, j  = q i fp  /> 2}, 
for p = 1, 2,..., and q = 0, 1,..., where 
({d*(cd*)*e) if p = 0, 
B~\ U = l {d~e Is >1 q} u {d*(cd*)(cd*)*e} if p = 1, 
( (d (cd ) - cd e l s >~ q) W (d (cd ) (cd ) e} if p~>2;  
D = U, where D\U = {e}; E = 27* --  Ui.aAij -- U~.qB~q - D, where E\U = ~. 
In particular, U/Rv = (D}. For 2*/Ru,  the following relations obviously hold: 
d < k ~ Ale < tr Aik, i < j ~ Ale < tr Aj~, ~ < k ~ Bit < v Bi~, i < j => Bit < v Bj~. 
A i j~vE ,  Bva~t iE  and D ~trE .  Now define T~Av(X* ) by s  = 
{C1, C2, C3, Ca}, where Cx : {a*}, C~ : {a*bb*}, C3 = {a*b*(cd*)(cd*)*} = 
U~,qB~q, C 4 :S* -C  1 -C  2 -C  3 :DUE.  It is easily proved that this T 
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satisfies conditions of Theorem 8.5 of [10]. Thus, U~2msop. Next recall that 
Ao0 ~v A01 ~tr "'" ~--<v A10 ~v "'" ~--<v A~ ~--<u "'" ~<~v A20 ~--<v "". This implies that 
any T~ Av(27* ) has an equivalence class C ~ 27"/T which intersects infinitely many 
Akj,, i = 1, 2,..., and Aej such that d > k. By Corollary 8.2, however, this implies 
that there exists no h': 27*--~ Z satisfying the conditions of Theorem 8.1 since 
h'(y) > h'(x) + oo must hold for y E Ae~ c~ C and x ~ Akj~ n C. Thus, U $ ~t-2r.msdp . 
Q.E.D. 
9. PROPERTIES OF ~Qr-msdp 
THEOREM 9.1. Let U, V~/2r.msap. (a) Un  V, (b) UU V, (c) U, (d) UV, (e) U R, 
(f) g( U) where g is a homomorphism, (g) U/V, and (h) rain U may not belong to Qr-msdp , 
respectively. 
Proof. The proof is omitted because the proof of Theorem 9.1 of [10] is also 
valid for this theorem, since all U, V ~/2msdp used therein belong to Qr-msdp 9 Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 9.2. (a) Qr-msdp includes the class of regular sets. (b) There exists U C Z* 
which is a context-free language but not in ~r-msdp 9 (C) There exists U ~ ~Qr-msdp which 
is not a context-sensitive language. (d) Qr-sap ~ Qr-msdp 9(e) ~2msOp ~ "Qr-msdp 9 
Proof. The proof of Corollary 5.3 also proves (a), since the r-sdp H therein used 
is also an r-msdp. 
(b) follows from Theorem 6.3(c). To prove (c), consider Example 8.1. For certain 
recursive function g: Z+ --~ Z+, U = {aib ~ [j >/g(i)) ~ ~Qr-msdp is not a context- 
sensitive language. (For example, consider g which cannot be computed by a linear 
hounded automaton. See [9]). (d) is proved by the fact that U -~ {#btc [ i >/0} ~ Or-sdp 
as shown in Example 5.3 but U r Y2r.msdp as easily proved. To prove (e), first note 
that ~Omsdp "~ Qr-msdp" As proved in [10] (Theorem 9.3), there exists U e ~Qmsdp 
which is not a recursively enumerable s t. On the other hand, Theorem 6.3(b) claims 
that any U ~ Qr-msdp is a recursive set. Thus, we have/2msop ~ Qr-msdp 9 Q.E.D. 
Summing up these results and Theorems 6.3 and 8.3, we obtain Fig. 4 which 
shows the relations between/2sop, ~2msap , ~r-sdp, Qr-msop, and classes of formal 
languages. 
THEOREM 9.3. (a) f2r.sap(----- {O(H) [II is an r-sdp}) = {O(//) [ I I  is an r-sdp with 
F(II) -- 27"}. (b) ~gr.,,sap(= {O(/-/) [ H is an r-msdp)) ~ {O(H) J I I  is an r-msdp with 
FCn) = Z*}. 
Proof. (a) follows since the r-sdp H constructed in the proof of sufficiency of 
Theorem 5.1 satisfies F(H) -~ X*. (b) is proved by Example 8.2. Q.E.D. 
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Fig. 4. 
/•:Ar-sdp 
~:~r-msdp 
~sdp 
a m s d p ~  
Recursively 
enumerable 
Recursive 
Context 
sensitive 
Context free 
Regular 
Relations between -Os0p, 12r-sop, Qmsdp , Qr-msdp , and classes of formal anguages. 
This result displays astructual difference between msdp and r-msdp since 12msdo ---- 
{O(11) I i-I is an msdp with F(H) = ~7"} as proved in [I0]. 
10. STRONG REPRESENTATION BY AN r-msdp 
The direct extension of the s-representation theorem for an msdp [10, 14] to the 
case of an r-msdp is also not possible. The following is the s-representation counterpart 
of the w-representation theorem (Theorem 8.1) for an r-msdp. 
THEOREM 10.1. Let an r-ddp Y = (Z, S , f )  be given. Then there exists an r-msdp 
1I s-representing Y iff there exist T ~ AF(S ) and a recursive function h': Z* ~ Z such 
that (i) (Vx, y ~ Z*)(xTy ^  h'(x) <~ h'(y) =~ (Vz ~ Z*)(h'(xz) ~ h'(yz))) and (ii) 
(Vx S)(h'(x) = f(x)). 
Proof. Necessity. Let r-msdp H = (M(Q, Z, qo , ~, QF), h, ~o) s-represent Y, and 
let T ~ Ar(S) be defined by (Vx, y ~ Z*)(xTy ~ X(x) = ~(y)). If we define h' by 
(Vx e Z*)(h'(x) ~ $(x)), h'(x) is a recursive function since so is//: Z* --~ Z. (i) is a 
direct consequence of the monotonicity of h. (ii) is obvious since/7 s-represents 1/.. 
Sufficiency. By property (i) and Lemma 4.2, we have an r-ms@ H = (M(Q, Z, 
q0, a,9~), h, ~o) satisfying (Vx E Z*)(h(x) = h'(x)), where M is the standard con- 
struction of T. LetQr = {[Ca] ] C~ ~ Z*/T  a C; C S}, thenF(H) = {x IX(x) epr} = S. 
By (ii), H s-represents Y. Q.E.D. 
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Define an ordering relation dr  on Z* by 
(u y e S*)(x d~" Y ~ xRsy ^  (Vxz, yz ~ S)(f(xz) ~ f(yz))). 
~.  can be extended to B/R, where R <~ R~., R EA(Z*), and B CZ* by 
(YA~ , Ai ~ B/R)(A~ dr  A~ <:> (Sx e A~ , 33, E Aj)(x dY  Y)) (or equivalently Ae dr  A3" "r 
(YxEA i , \ /yeA i ) (xdvy) ) .  Although ~.  on B or B/R is a pseudo ordering, 
d r  on B/Ry is a partial ordering. The partial ordering Z*/Rr is visualized by graph/'~. 
(see [10] for details). It is known that dv  is right invariant. 
COROLLARY 10.2. For any recursive function h': Z*-+ Z and T ~ As(S ) satisfying 
conditions of Theorem 10.1, it holds that (Vx, y e Z*)(xTy h h'(x) ~ h'(y) => Ix] d r  [Y]), 
where [x] is the equivalence class of Z*/(Rr ^  T) containing x, etc. (This implies that 
Ix] dY [Y] ^ Ix] =/= [3,] => h'(x) < h'(y) for any h' satisfying conditions of Theo- 
rem 10.1.) 
Proof. From such h' and T, we have an r-msdp 17 = (M, h, @o) with 
(Vx = h ' (x ) ) .  
Then xTy A h'(x) <~ h'Cy) ~ xTy ^  li(x) <~ li(y) :~ (Yz e Z*)(xzTyz ^  ti(xz) <~ li(yz)) 
[since//is monotone] => [x] ~.r  [Y]. Q.E.D. 
To obtain an s-representation f a given r-ddp by an r-msdp, it is usually useful 
to consider the conditions of s-representation theorem for an msdp (Theorem 10.4 
of [10]) as necessary conditions. After finding T ~ As(S ) satisfying these conditions, 
we move to find a recursive function h': S* --~ Z of Theorem 10.1. For that, Corol- 
lary 10.2 works as a useful necessary condition of h'. 
EXAMPLE 10.1. Consider an r-ddp Y = (Z, S, f )  where Z =-(a,b,c}, S = 
{a'b~c [ i >I O, j >1 0}, and 
t~ if j>~i>~O, f(aib~c) = - - j  if i> j .  
ThenZ*/Rs -- {C1, C2, C3, C4}, where C~ = {#[ i  >/0}, C2 = {a~bJli/> 0, j  > 0}, 
C 3- -{a ib jc ] i>/O, j~O) ,and  C 4 - -Z* -C  1 -C  z -C  3 .Wi th thesefandRs ,  
Z*/Rr is determined. It consists of the following equivalence classes: A i = {ai}, i = 0, 
1,...; B~ ---- {akb e] max[k -- d, 0] = i, d > 0}, i = 0, 1,...; D O = {a~bec I d >~ k >/0}; 
D, = {akbec [ k d = i}, i 1, 2,...; E = 27* -- [.)~=0 A~ -- D,=0 , - [.)~=o D~. Tha 
partial ordering relation dr  on Z*/R~. is shown in Fig. 5. Obviously, R s e Av(S ) 
can be used as T satisfying conditions of Theorem 10.4 of [10]. With this T (= Rs), 
a recursive function h': 27" ~ Z of Theorem 10.1 can be given by 
h ' (x )= l ;  if x~AiUB,  uD, ,xeE .  
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I 
\ 
" J~ ,C2  
1 
i 
I 
J 
C 3 C 4 
FIo. 5. Graph/'r of the r-ddp Y used in Example 10.1. 
The recursiveness of h' is easily proved. (There exists an algorithm to determine to 
which of Ai,  Bi,  D,,  and E a given x belongs.) Since xTy A h'(x) <~ h'(y) "r 
xTy A [x] d r  [Y], condition (i) of Theorem 10.1 is satisfied (since ~r  is right in- 
variant). Condkion (ii) of Theorem 10.1 is satisfied since (Vx e Di)(h'(x)= i). 
Therefore, these T and h' yield an r-msdp / /=  (M, h, ~:o) s-representing 1/" by 
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2: The state transition diagram of M is given by Fig. 6 and ~:o, h 
are given by ~0 =0;  h (~, [C1] ,a )=~:+ 1; h(~:,[C1] ,b) =max[~- -  1,0]; 
h(~:, [Cx], c) ---- ~; h(~, [C~], b) = max[~ -- 1, 0]; h(s r [C2], c] ---- ~; h(~, [C~], a) = 
h(~:, [C3] , {a, b, e}) ---- h(~:, [Ca] , {a, b, c}) = 0. 
a b a 
Qo = [ci ] 
QF : {[c3] } 
FIG. 6. 
a, b, c 
State transition diagram of fa M of Example 10.1. 
Finally, we show that the direct extension of s-representation theorem for an 
msdp is not possible, contrary to the case of r-sdp. 
THEOREM 10.3. There exists an r-ddp Y for which there exists an msdp s-repre- 
senting Y, but there exists no r-msdp s-representing Y. 
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Proof. Let Y ---- (27, S, f )  be an r-ddp defined by 27 = {a, b, c, d, e}, S = C 4 and 
f: S --* Z given by 
f(x) __ l ~ if x~U,  
if x $ U, 
where C 4 and U were defined in the proof of Theorem 8.3. Since S is regular and 
U is recursive implying that f is a partial recursive function with dora(f) = S, 
the above Y is actually an r-ddp. From the argument given in the proof of Theo- 
rem 8.3, it is not difficult to see that there exists an msdp /7 s-representing Y.
However, there exists no r-msdp s-representing Y because there exists no r-msdp 
w-representing Y as proved in Theorem 8.3. Q.E.D. 
11. DECISION PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH r-sdp AND r-msdp 
This section discusses various decision problems associated with r-sdp's and 
r-msdp's. Most of the important decision problems are proved to be undecidable 
(i.e., there exist no algorithms to solve such problems). They are all proved by 
reducing them to the well-known undecidable problem: the halting problem of 
a Turing machine. 
THEOREM 11.1. (a) There exists no algorithm to decide whether O(FI) -~ ~ or not, 
for an arbitrarily given r-sdp (or r-msdp) /7. (b) There exists no algorithm to obtain 
an optimal policy x ~ 0(I I )  of an arbitrarily given r-sdp (or r-msdp) /7, even if 
O(FI) va ~ is known. (c) There exists no algorithm to decide whether an arbitrarily 
given x belongs to 0(I I)  or not, for an arbitrarily given r-sdp (or r-msdp)/7. 
Proof. (a) Let 3 be the set of Turing machines, and let ~ 6 ~. Define t~: Z --~ Z by 
t~(~) = if ~ ~ 0 and ~ does not halt within --~: steps, 
- -S~ if ~ ~< 0 and ~ halts in S~ steps such that S~ < --~. 
t~ is obviously a recursive function [i.e., t~(~) can be computed as follows: (i) if ~ > 0, 
t,(~) = ~:, (ii) if ~ ~< 0, let Turing machine ~ operate --~ steps. If a does not halt 
within --~ steps, let t~(~ e) ---- ~. But ifa halts in S~ steps less than --~, let t~(~:) ---- --S,]. 
Furthermore, t~ satisfies (V~:I, ~:~  Z)(~:t ~< ~:~ ~ t~(~:l) ~ t~(~a)). Now consider the 
r-msdp (and hence r-sdp) H a = (M(Q, Z, qo, A, Qv), h~, ~o) where 27 = (a, b), Q = 
{q0, ql}, the state transition diagram and Qv are given by Fig. 7, and ~:0, h~ are given 
by ~:0 = 0; h~(~:, qo, a) ----- ~: -- 1; h~(~, qo, b) ---- t~(se); h~(s e,qt, a) ---- h~(~:, qt, b) = 1. 
It is straightforward to prove that 0(/7~) = {a~b I i >~ S~} ~ ~ -*~ S~, < oo .r ct 
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halts in a finite number of steps. However, it is undecidable whether an arbitrarily 
given Turing machine o~ halts in a finite number of steps or not, i.e., S~ < oo or 
S~ = oo (the halting problem of a Turing machine. See, for example, [4, 9]). 
FIG. 7. 
a a ,b  
0zo fql} 
State transition diagram of fa M used in the proof of Theorem 11. l(a). 
(b) For an ae3 ,  define r~: Z -~ Z by 
r~(0 = 
l !  if ~:>0,  
if ~: ~< 0 and a does not halt within --~ steps, 
if ~ ~< 0 and a halts in at most --~: steps. 
Let H,' be the r-msdp (and hence r-sdp) obtained by replacing h~(~, q0, b) = t,(~:) 
of H~ defined in (a) by h~(~, q0, b) = r~(~). Then O(II~,') :/= ~ for any o~ e S, and 
/~(x) = 1 for x e O(1-Ij) iff ~ never halts. Therefore, there exists no algorithm to 
obtain x e 0(1-I~,') for an arbitrarily given ~ e S, since, otherwise, the value h(x) 
of x e 0(17,~') would solve the halting problem of a Turing machine. 
(c) If there were such an algorithm, we would have an algorithm to compute 
x e O(H~,') of (b) above as follows: (i) Effectively enumerate all x e X*. (ii) For each 
x e Z'*, decide if x ~ 0(17~') or not. (Since O(H~') :/: ;~, we would have an x E O(1-I~') 
and know the fact x e 0(11~'), in a finite number of steps). This contradicts what 
was proved in (b). Q.E.D. 
This theorem says that we have no solution method to obtain an optimal policy 
of a given r-ddp Y even if it is s (or w)-represented by an r-sdp or by an r-msdp. 
In this sense, the functional equations of dynamic programming (3) of Section 2, 
which hold for any r-msdp, do not provide us with a general algorithm to compute 
x e 0(17). The equations merely display one structural aspect of a given decision 
process. 
Note, however, that there does exist an algorithm to obtain an optimal policy 
x e 0(17) of a given r-msdp / - /=  (M(Q, 2:, q0, ~, QF), h, ~0) if F(17) = .S,* (i.e., 
QF = Q) and, in addition, 0(17) ~ ~ holds. We give an algorithm in the following. 
During the computation, a label (~(q), x(q)) is attached to each q ~Q and updated 
from time to time. ~:(q) gives the minimum cost value of state q obtained by then, and 
x(q) the policy which gives the value ~(q), i.e., ~(x(q)) = q ^ ~(x(q)) = ~(q). 
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Algorithm to Obtain an Optimal Policy of an r-msdp 11 withF(H) = X* and 0(11) # ;g 
Step I. Let(~(qo),X(qo) ) -= (~o, ~), and(~(q),x(q)) = (m, ~) for allqeQ ^  q 4: qo. 
(a is the null string such that (Vx e X*)(Ex =- x), while ~ is the empty string such 
that (Vx e X*)(Z x = ~).) Go to Step 2. 
Step 2. For each q e Q, calculate 
~/(q) = min{h(~:(q'), q' a) I q' e Q ^ a e 27 ^  A(q', a) = q}. 
Let h(~(q'), q', a) take on its minimum for q' = q and a = d. If (Vq e Q)(~(q) >~ ~(q)), 
go to Step 4, and otherwise go to Step 3. 
Step 3. For each q e Q such that ~(q) < ~:(q), let (~:(q), x(q)) = (~(q), x(q)~) be 
the new label of q, where x(q) in the right-hand side is that of the old label of q. 
Return to Step 2. 
Step 4. Terminate. For q* satisfying 
~(q*) = min{~(q)I qeQ}, 
x(q*) e 0(1-I) holds, and f(q*) gives its cost value h(x(q*)). 
In the above computation, oo works as a special symbol which is greater than 
any ~ e Z. Let us define that (Vq e Q)(Va e X)(h(oo, q, a) = oo). The extended 
function h: {Z, oo} • Q • z --+ {Z, oo} is defined to be recursive if a recursive 
function (in the ordinary sense) h' such that h'(~(~), 9"(q), 8(a)) = qo(h(~, q, a)) exists, 
where 90 is a coding given by 
{(3,0) if ~:= o% 
~o(~) = {(2,~) if ~>~0, 
((1, I ~: I) if ~:<0,  
and 9', 8 are also suitable codings (see Section 2). Obviously, this extended h is 
recursive iff the original h: Z x Q • 2: ~ Z is recursive. Thus, the introduction 
of oo does not cause any complication i  the above computation. 
THEOREM 11.2. I f  1-1 is an r-msdp with F(H) = S* and 0(1-1) --/= ~, the above 
procedure terminates in finite number of steps (hence it is an algorithm), and x(q*) 
obtained in Step 4 gives an optimal policy of 17. 
Proof. From the way each label (~(q), x(q)) is being determined, it holds that 
~(q) = ~(x(q)) for each q ~Q. Since ~(q) is nonincreasing in every iteration and 
~(q) >~ h*[h* ~//(x) for x e O(H)] holds for all q eQ, we will eventually have 
(gq e Q)(~7(q) >~ ~(q)) in Step 2 (hence the termination). Now assume that (Vq e Q) 
(~(q) >~ ~:(q)) holds but x(q*) obtained in Step 4 does not belong to 0(17). Then 
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any ~ ~ 0(/1) satisfies h(s < ~(q*). Let x' and a be defined by s = x'ax" ^  ti(x'a) < 
~(~(x'a)) ^ (Vy = prefix of x')(ti(y)>/~(~(y))). Such x' necessarily exists since 
/~(E) = ~o >~ ~(qo) ---- ~(~(E)). Then ti(x') >/~(~(x')) ~ h(li(x'), ,~(x'), a)[= ti(x'a)] >t. 
h(~(~(x')), ~(x'), a) ~ ~(~(x' a)) > li(x' a) >11 h(~(~(x')), ~(x'),a) >/~7(~(x'a)) ~ ~(~(x'a)) > 
~q(J((x'a)). This contradicts the assumption (VqEQ)(~I(q)>/~(q)), and hence 
x(q*) o(n). Q.E.D. 
The above algorithm, however, can be applied to only a proper subset of r-msdp's, 
since some r-msdp's cannot be converted to r-msdp's /-/ with F(I-I) = X* as proved 
in Theorem 9.3(b). 
Now we turn to other types of decision problems. 
Trmoa~M 11.3. There is no algorithm to decide whether (a) an arbitrarily given 
recursive set U C S* belongs to Or.sa p (or g2r.msdv), (b) an arbitrarily given r-ddp Y 
is s-representable (or w-representable) by an r-sdp (or r-msdp), (c) an arbitrarily given 
r-sdp (or r-msdp) 1-1 s-represents (or w-represents) an arbitrarily given r-ddp Y, (d) 
arbitrarily given r-sdp's (or r-msdp's) H 1 and I-I~ are s-equivalent (or w-equivalent), 
or (e) there exists an r-msdp//2 s-equivalent (or w-equivalent) to an arbitrarily given 
r-sdp Hr.  
Proof. We give outlines of proofs of (a)-(e). The complete proofs are found 
in [13]. 
(a) For a ~ ~ (~ is the set of Turing machines), define a recursive function 
u~: Z--~ Zby  
~S~, if ~ ~0andaha l ts inS~ <~steps ,  
u~(~:) = t~, otherwise. 
Let U, = {a*b ~ l J <~ u~(i)}. Then U, is recursive and U~ E l2r.sop(g2r_msap ) iff 
eventually halts. 
(b) Let Y~ = (27, S,f~) be an r-ddp defined by 27 = {a, b}, S = {a'bJ]i >/O, 
j ~ 0} and f~(aib ~) = max{j -- u,(i), 0}. O(Y~) = U~. Then Y~ is s-representable 
(w-representable) by an r-sdp (r-rnsdp) iff ~ eventually halts. 
(c) Let an r-ddp Y~ = (27, S,f~) be defined by 27 = {a}, S = 27* and f~(a ~) = 
t,(--i), where t~ is given in Theorem ll.l(a). Let an r-msdp (r-sdp) 1I = (M, h, r 
be defined by M = ({qo), 27, qo, A, {qo)) where A(qo, a) = qo, h(r qo, a) = r -- 1, 
and r = 0. / /  s-represents (w-represents) Y~ iff ~ never haks. 
(d) Let H~ = (M, h,, ~o) be an r-msdp with M of (c) above, h~(~, qo, a )= 
t~(r -- 1) and ~:o = 0. H~ is s-equivalent (w-equivalent) o / - /of  (c) iff o~ never halts. 
(e) Let//t4 = (m, h~, ~:o) be an r-sdp defined by M = (Q, ~, qo, A, QF), where 
Q = {qo, ql, q2, qa}, 27 = {a, b, c}, 2t andQ~given by Fig. 8; r = 0 and h~(r qo, a) = 
57z/8/x-8 
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+1;  h:(~:,q0,b) :u , (~) - -  1; h,(~,ql,b) =~- -1 ;  h:(~ r 7 =[~l ;  
h:(~:, q, d) = 1 for other combinations of q 6Q and d ~ Z'. Then there exists an 
r-msdp/I2 s-equivalent (w-equivalent) to//1 iff a eventually halts. Q.E.D. 
FIG. 8. 
C 
c 
a,b,c 
State transition diagram of fa M used in the proof of Theorem 11.3(e). 
Properties (a) and (b) are particularly interesting from the view point of practical 
applications, because they tell us that there exists no algorithm to decide whether 
the dynamic programming is applicable to an arbitrarily given problem (i.e., r-ddp). 
THEOREM 11.4. For arbitrarily given U, V ~ Or.so p (or Or.msOp), there exists no 
algorithm to decide whether (a) U u V, (b) U, (c) UV, (d) O R, (e) g(V), where g is a 
homomorphism, or (f) U/V also belongs to Or_sO p (or Or.msap), respectively. For Or.msdp , 
we can add (g) U ~ V and (h) min U to the above list. 
Proof. We give a proof or (a) only. Other cases can be proved in a similar manner. 
Let U = (# l i  >/0} and V~ ---- (aib~]j >~ us(i)} where a ~ • is a Turing machine 
and u~ was defined in the proof or Theorem l l.3(a). U, V~ ~ 12r.sd p (or Or.rasap) 
since U is regular (Theorem 6.3 and 9.2), and V~ E Or.msap can be proved in a manner 
similar to Example 8.1. If So < oo, V~ is regular and so is UU V~. Hence 
U U V~ c Or.so p (or Or.msdp ). However, if S~ : oo, U W V J=  W) 6 Or-sap (or 
Or.msdp ) since W/Rw has infinitely many equivalence classes as easily proved. Thus, 
U k.) V~ ~ Or.sd p (or Or.msdp ) iff S~ < oo. Q.E.D. 
7 h(~, A, a) = ~/, where A CQ, is used to denote (Vq c A)(h(~:, q, a) = 7/). 
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12. INVERTIBLE r-msdp AND ITS PROPERTIES 
This section discusses a subclass of r-msdp's called invertible r-msdp, denoted 
by r-imsdp. An r-imsdp has a distinguished feature that there exists an algorithm 
to obtain an optimal policy x ~ O(H) provided that 0(1I) ~ ;~ is known in advance. 
In practical applications, this property is quite important, since there exists no such 
algorithm for general r-msdp's as proved in Theorem 1 1.1(b). 
Before introducing the r-imsdp, another subclass of r-msdp's is first defined. 
An r-msdp 11 ---- (M, h, r is a total recursive msdp (tr-msdp) if the partial recursive 
function h: Z x Q x 27--~ Z o f /7  satisfies dom(h) ~- Z • Q x 27 (i.e., total). In 
other words, h(~:, q, a) is defined for Vr ~ Z, Vq e Q, Va e 27 even if there exists no 
x ~ 27* such that ,~(x) = q A //(x) = ~. 
Although most of r-msdp's encountered in the practical applications have tr-msdp's 
s-equivalent to them, it is conjectured that there exists an r-msdp to which no 
tr-msdp is s-equivalent. 
A recursive function u: Z- -~Z (with dom(u)= Z) is called monotone if 
(Vr ~:2 e Z)(r 1 ~ ~:2 => u(r ~ u(r For a monotone recursive function u, 
uV: {Z, 0% --oo} ~ {Z, ~,  --oo} is defined by 
uv(7 ) _- 
l max{~ E Z I u(~) ~< 7} if 7 ~ Z and this maximum exists, 
if ((7 ~ Z) A (V~: ~ Z)(u(~) <~ 7)) v ~1 = Go 
- -~  if ((7~Z) A(V~Z)(u(~)>7) )vT -=- -~ 
where oo is used as the symbol which is greater than any ~ E Z, and -- oo the symbol 
which is smaller than any ~ E Z. Let v: {Z, ~,  --oo} --+ {Z, 0% --oo). v is said to be 
recursive if a recursive function (in the ordinary sense) v": Z+ z --+ Z+ 2 such that 
v"@(7) )  = (5) 
exists, where ~o: {Z, 0% --oo}--~ Z+ 2 is a coding given by 
= 
(3,0) if v= 0% 
(2, v) if v~ZAv~O,  
(1, I v I) if veZAv<O,  
(0,0) if v=- -~.  
The next theorem gives an important property of uV. 
TrmOREM 12.1. For any monotone recursive function u: Z---~ Z, there exists a 
recursive function v: {Z, 0%--oo}--~{Z, 0%--oo} such that (VTe{Z, 0%--oo}) 
@(7) = uV(7)). 
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Proof. First consider the case in which [u-l(7)I < 09 for all 7 c Z, where 
u-1(7) = {~: ] u(~) ---- 7}. Then it follows that (V7 ~ g)(--09 < uV(~]) < 09) from the 
monotonicity of u. Therefore, uV(7 ) for any 7 ~ Z can be computed by the following 
algorithm, and it proves the existence of the recursive function v as given above. 
Algorithm: (i) Let uV(7 ) = oo if 7 = 09, and let uV(7 ) = --09 if 7 = --09. (ii) 
Compute u(0). (iii) I f  u(0) ~< 7, compute u(i), i --  1, 2,..., until we obtain i* such 
that u(i*) ~ 71 A u(i* + 1) > 7" Let uV07 ) = i*. (iv) If  u(0) > 7, compute u(i), 
i= - -1 , - -2 , . . . ,  until we obtain i* such that u(i*+ I )>  7 A U(i*)47. Let 
uV(7 ) = i*. Each of steps (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) terminates in a finite number of 
steps since u is recursive and uV satisfies --09 < uV(7 ) < 09 for all 7 ~ Z. Next 
consider the case in which [ u-X(7)] = 09 for some 7 ~ Z. Without loss of generality, 
we assume that u is not a constant function. Then from the monotonicity of u, there 
exist 7~, ~:a e Z or 7b, ~b E Z (or both) such that 
(v~/> ~:o)(u(~) = 7~ ^ (v~ < f~)(u(~) < 7~) 
or 
(vf ~< ~)(u(~) = 7~) A (V~ > f~)(u(~) > 7~), 
respectively. For simplicity, we assume that only the pair of r and 7a exists. Other 
cases can be similarly treated. For this u, consider the function v: (Z, 09, - -09}-~ 
(Z, 09, --09} defined by 
l~ao~{ if ~ >/%v~ = 09, 
v(~) = ~]u(~) ~<~} if 7/ <~hA* /~Z,  
if ~/ = --09. 
max{~r [ u(~) ~< */} for 7 < % can be computed in a finite number of steps since it 
is not greater than ~a" Thus, v is a recursive function. Furthermore, v satisfies 
(Wl e {Z, 09, -- 09))(v(~) = uV(n)). Q.E.D. 
As a result of this theorem, we do not distinguish the function uV: {2, 09, --oo} -*  
{Z, 09,--09} from a recursive function v: {Z, 09,--09}--+ {Z, 09,--09} satisfying 
(V~ ~ {Z, 09, -- 09})(v(7 ) = uV(7)), and uV is used in place of such v. 
For many monotone recursive functions u: Z ~ Z, it is easy to obtain recursive 
functions uV: {Z, 09, --09} --~ {Z, 09, --09}. For example, consider t~: Z---~ Z given 
in the proof of Theorem 11.1(a). t~ v is given by 
t~ if 7 = 09, 
t,v(n) = if 7 > 0 v t~(7) = 7, (6) 
oo if t~(7)>Tv7=- -09 .  
From this formula, it is obvious that t~v(7 ) can be computed in a finite number 
of steps for each 7 if t~(7) is computed in a finite number of steps (i.e., if t,(7) is 
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recursive). Since the recursiveness of t~ was shown in the proof of Theorem 1 l.l(a), 
this proves the recursiveness of t v ((t v)" defined in (5) can be easily determined). 
It should be noted that (6) may be considered as an algorithm to obtain t v from t~ 
for an arbitrarily given ~ e 3. 
On the other hand, there exists no algorithm to obtain r~ v from r~ which was 
defined in the proof of Theorem 11.1(b) for an arbitrarily given ~ H 3. (More con- 
cretely, there exists no algorithm to obtain Vb in the proof of Theorem 12.1). The 
reason for this is as follows. Since r~V(0) ---- -- oo iff a never halts, the halting problem 
of Turing machines would be solvable if there were an algorithm to obtain r V for 
an arbitrarily given ~ ~ 3. 
This result proves the next theorem. 
THEOREM 12.2. There exists no algorithm to obtain uV: {Z, 0% -- oo) ~ {Z, 0% -- oo} 
for an arbitrarily given monotone recursive function u: Z--+ Z. 
Now we present he definition of invertible r-msdp (r-imsdp). Let /7  = (M, h, ~:o) 
be a tr-msdp. Then the system /7 '= (M, h, hV, ~o) is said an r-imsdp if 
hV: {Z, oo, --oo} • Q x 2/--+ {Z, 0% -oo)  is a recursive function satisfying 
(z, oo, - oo))(Vq 9)(Va q, a) = hVa(@ 
where hqa: Z --+ Z is given by 
(V~ H Z)(hqa(~ ) -~ h(~, q, a)). 
By Theorem 12.1, we know the existence of such h v for any monotone recursive 
function h: Z X Q x 2/-+ Z. Thus we have the next theorem. 
THEOREM 12.3. For any tr-msdp /7--~ (M,h,  ~o), the corresponding r-imsdp 
H '  = (M, h, hV, ~o) exists. 
The next theorem is an obvious consequence of Theorem 12.2. 
THEOREM 12.4. There exists no algorithm to obtain an r-imsdp/7' = (M, h, h v, ~o) 
for an arbitrarily given tr-msdp/7 = (M, h, ~0). 
Some of the previous theorems are extendible to the case of tr-msdp and r-imsdp. 
THEOREM 12.5. Theorems 9.1, 9.2, 9.3, ll.l(a), 11.3, and 11.4 are true even if 
r-msdp in the statements i replaced by tr-msdp or r-imsdp. Theorems l l . l(b) and (c) 
are true even if r-msdp is replaced by tr-msdp. 
In concluding this section, it should be emphasized that there exists no algorithm 
to decide whether O(H) @ ~ or not for an arbitrarily given r-imsdp (Theorem 12.5), 
though there exists an algorithm (see Section 13) to obtain an optimal policy x ~ 0(/7) 
if 0(/7) :# ~ is known. 
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13. ALGORITHM TO OBTAIN AN OPTIMAL POLICY OF AN r-imsdp 
Let /7-----(M(Q, 27, qo, ~, Qv), h, h v, ~o) be an r-imsdp. A label (~(q), x(q)) is 
attached to each q ~ Q and updated from time to time during the computation. ~:(q) 
and x(q) of the label show that if y ~ 27* such that A(y) ----- q A ]/(y) ~< ~:(q) exists, 
the policy z = yx(q) satisfies ~(z) 6 Qv ^  ]/(z) ~< ~*, where ~* 6 Z is a constant 
determined in the computation. In addition, x* is used to keep x eF(/7) having the 
smallest //(x) among those x EF(H) considered by then. When the computation 
terminates, x* and ~:* + 1 respectively give an optimal policy o f /7  and its cost value. 
Algorithm to Obtain an Optimal Policy of r - imsdp/7 with 0(/7) --/= ;g 
Phase 1. Find a feasible policy x ~F(I1). For example, an xeF( I I )  can be obtained 
in a finite number of steps by effectively enumerating x ~ Z'* in the increasing order of 
lengths ofx  until x ~F(/7) is obtained. (Note thatF(/7) :/: ~ sinceF(/7) D 0(/7) =/= ~ .) 
Let x* = x and ~* = h(x*) -- 1. Go to Phase 2. 
Phase 2. Step 1. Attach a label (~(q),x(q))----(~*,,) to every q~Qv and 
(~(q), x(q)) = (-- co, Z)  to every q e Q - Qv. 
Step 2. For each q e Q, obtain a' e X such that 
hVa,(~()t(q, a'))) = max{hVa(~(,~(q, a))) ] a e 27}. 
I f  hV~,,,(f(,~(q, a'))) > ~:(q), let the new label of q be (h~,,(~(a(q, a'))), a'x(,~(q, a'))), while 
if hVa,(~(,~(q, a'))) <~ ~(q), do not alter the label of q. If no label is altered, go to Step 4; 
otherwise go to Step 3. 
Step 3. If ~(qo) >/~0, let x* = X(qo) , ~* =/J(x*) -- 1 and return to Step 1. 
If  ~(q0) < ~0, return to Step 2. 
Step 4. Terminate. x* is an optimal policy of/7, and ~:* + 1 is its value/i(x*). 
Before proving the validity of the above algorithm, we give an example. 
EXAMPLE 13.1. Consider an r-imsdp H = (M, h, hV, ~:0) defined by M = (Q, Z', 
qo, A, Qv), whereQ = {q0, ql, q2, qa}, X = {a, b), h is given by Fig. 9, andQv = {q3}; 
~:o = 0 and h has the form h(s e, q, c) = ~ +/zao for Vq e Q and Vc ~ X./~qc are given 
by/zaoa = 1,/~%b = 2,/zql a = 3,/zql b = 1,/%~a = 1,/Za~b = --1, tza3, =/~q8 b = --1. 
They are also shown beside arcs of Fig. 9. hVo(~) = ~/--/~ac for VT/~ {Z, co, -- co}, 
Vq ~ Q, and Vc ~ 27. 
In Phase 1 of the algorithm, x = aa ~F(H) is obtained. Then x* = aa and 
~* =/ / (x*)  -- 1 = 3. 
In Step 1 of Phase 2, a label is attached to each q e Q. It is shown in Fig. 10(a). 
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QF : {qa ) 
FIG. 9. State transition diagram of fa M used in Example 13.1. (The first letter beside each 
arc indicates an element in 27, while the second number indicates t~a, .) 
('m'~) 
(3.,i 
C-| 
(a) 
(-~,~s) ~ 
(z,a) 
(b) 
(3,c) 
(2,a) 
x* = ba 
(* =2 
FIG. 10. 
(d) 
(-"~) 
C2,c) 
(l,a) 
(e) 
C-l,ua) 
(2,1;) 
( l ,a) 
Termi nati on ; 
x* = ba is an optimal 
solution 
(c) (f) 
Computation process for obtaining an optimal policy of r-imsdp I I  given in 
ExampLe 13.1. 
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After performing Step 2 of Phase 2, we obtain Fig. 10(b). Since some labels have 
been altered, we go to Step 3. ~(q0)(= - -~)  < ~0( = 0) in Step 3. Step 2 is then 
repeated (Fig. 10(c)). In this case, ~(qo)(= 0)>~ ~:0(= 0), and we have x*= 
x(q0)(= ba) and ~* =//(x*) -- 1 ----- 2. After returning to Step 1, the computation 
as shown in Fig. 10(d)~(f) is performed. After Fig. 10(f), no label is altered, and 
Step 4 (termination) is reached. The current x* = ba gives an optimal policy 
of/7, and its value is ~* + 1 ----- 3. 
THEOREM 13.1. The above procedure gives an optimal policy of an arbitrarily 
given r-imsdp/7 with 0(/7) =fi ~ in a finite number of steps. 
Proof. We first prove that an optimal policy of 17 is in fact obtained if the com- 
putation terminates in Step 4 of Phase 2. After that, the finiteness of the above 
procedure will be proved under the assumption 0(/7):~ Z. Now assume that 
the computation terminates in Step 4 of Phase 2, but there exists a policy ~ = 
ala2"'" ak ~ 0(/7) such that/i(~) < h(x*). Note that ~o(= h(,)) > ~(qo) and (Vq e p~) 
(h(g) ~ ~(q)) must hold, where ($(q), x(q)) is the label of q when the termination 
is reached. Thus, there exists i such that 
0 <~ i <~ k -- 1 ^  ]i(ala~"" ai) > ~(~(ala2"'" ai)) ^  li(ala~"" at+l) ~ ~(~(axa~ "'"ai+l)). 
This is a contradiction since hVa,+l(~(A(q, ai+l)))>~ ~(ala 2""at)> ~(~), where 
: ~(ala2"" ai), and label (~(r x(q)) must have been altered in Step 2 of Phase 2. 
Therefore, x* is an optimal policy. Next, we prove the finiteness of the above 
procedure. Let h* : / / (x )  for x E 0(/7). Then note that the value of ~* obtained in 
Phase 1 is finite and ~:* decreases at least 1 in Step 3 of Phase 2 when ~(q0) ~> ~:o 
is satisfied. Thus, only a finite number of executions of Step 3 is required until we 
have ~:* = h* since h* is a finite number. As a result, we need to prove that one 
of the following two situations will be necessarily reached in a finite number of steps: 
(i) no label alteration in Step 2 of Phase 2, and (ii) ~(qo) >~ ~:0 in Step 3 of Phase 2. 
Assume that neither (i) nor (ii) is reached in a finite number of steps. Then ~:(q) 
of labels of some states q must increase indefinitely since each ~:(q) is nondecreasing 
and at least one ~(q) strictly increases in Step 2 of Phase 2. Partition Q into Qx and Q2, 
where 
Qt : {q ~ Q I (3K c Z)(~(q) <~ K throughout the computation)}, 
Q2 = {q ~ Q [ ~(q) --+ oo as the computation proceeds}. 
Note that q0 ~ Qt, since otherwise situation (ii) would have been reached. Therefore, 
Q1 and Q2 are both nonempty. This implies that there exist q ~ Q1, r E Qa, and a ~ l 
such that A(q, a) = r. (Note that any q C Q is reachable from qo by assumption.) 
Let h(K + 1, q, a) = K'. Since r ~Q2, ~(r)/> K'  is eventually attained. But this 
implies v , hqa(K) /> K + 1 > ~(q); and, hence, the label of q must be updated in 
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Step 2 of Phase 2. The new label satisfies ~(q) ~> K + 1 > K. This contradicts he 
definition of Qx 9 Therefore the finiteness of the procedure isproved. Q.E.D. 
It appears difficult to obtain an upper bound of the number of steps required 
to obtain an optimal policy of an arbitrarily given r-imsdp 17. In fact, if we could 
find a number u(17) which is defined for all r-imsdp and works as the upper bound 
if 0(17) ~a ~, we could have an algorithm to decide whether or not O(H) ~ 0 
by the following algorithm: (i) Apply the algorithm in this section u(17) steps to 
a given r-imsdp 17. (ii) If the algorithm terminates within u(17) steps, then 0(17) =/: ~, 
and if not, then O(H) = ~. This of course contradicts Theorem 12.5. 
From the result shown in Theorem 13.1, we see that there exists an algorithm 
to decide whether an arbitrarily given x belongs to 0(17) or not, for an arbitrarily 
given r-imsdp 17 with O(H):# ~. (Compare with Theorem 11.1(c).) Such an 
algorithm isgiven by: (i) Obtain x* ~ 0(17) by the algorithm given above. (ii) Compute 
]/(x) if x ~F(17) (since otherwise x ~s O(H)). x e O(II) iff//(x) = h(x*). 
CONCLUSION 
The theory developed in the earlier paper [10] was refined by introducing an 
additional restriction that ]~ of sdp (or msdp)/7 = (M, h, r be recursive. Although 
the w-representation a d s-representation theorems by an r-sdp were directly 
extended from those by an sdp, it is not possible to extend the results obtained for 
msdp to the cases of r-msdp. 
As discussed in Section 11, most of decision problems associated with r-sdp's 
and r-msdp's have turned out to be unsolvable. In this sense, the class of r-imsdp's 
is quite interesting since there exists an algorithm to obtain an optimal policy of 
an arbitrarily given r-imsdp 17 if 0(17) ~ ~. 
To proceed in this direction further, three other subclasses of r-msdp's are 
currently under investigation. They are called r-dmsdp (loop-free r-msdp), r-smsdp 
(strictly monotone r-sdp), and r-pmsdp (positively monotone r-sdp). These classes 
have properties that O(H) is always regular and there exists an algorithm to decide 
if O(H) = ~ or not. Furthermore, there also exists an algorithm to obtain all optimal 
policies (i.e., the regular expression of 0(17)) of a given /-7. These results are 
reported elsewhere [11]. 
For an r-ddp which is s-representable (w-representable) by an r-sdp (or by others), 
it may be worthwhile to obtain a representation with the smallest number of states. 
This minimization problem is extensively studied in [12], and it is shown that such 
minimization algorithms exist for some subclasses of r-sdp but do not exist for other 
classes, 
Finally, it is noted that this paper is a slightly condensed version of [13], which 
is available through the author. 
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